Family First Program
What is the process to get to safety, hope, and confidence?

PRIOR TO PROGRAM
YOU

YOUR KIDS

YOUR brain got changed through their
repetitious behavior.

YOUR FFP TEAM

THEIR brain got changed through their
repetitious behavior.

There is hope.
We have the tools.

-Arguing
-Talking back
-Constant asking
-Demanding their way
-Pushing boundaries
-More

!!!!!!!!!!

They won’t let you be in charge and
you are tired.

-Arguing
-Talking back
-Constant asking
-Demanding their way
-Pushing boundaries
-More

!!!!!!!!!!

They are in charge and happy about it.
It will take time for their brains to
change.

We understand challenging kids.
We will guide you.
But you must choose to partner with us
for change for your family.

1 - 90 DAYS OF FFP
YOU

YOUR KIDS

YOUR FFP TEAM

You CHOOSE and practice FFP

They don’t want FFP

We guide

-Be a solid object
-Use the mantras
!!!!!!
-Work on their goals
-Choose hope
-Practice safety
-Choose confidence
-Help change their brains through
repetition

-Angry
-Try same tactics
-Push you harder
-Resist in every way

We help you look for old patterns so
you can be a strong, consistent,
solid object.

!!!!!!!!!!!!
!!!!!!!!!!!!

We encourage you to keep using the
skills over and over.
We believe that if you do this, you will
have safety, hope, and confidence.

You are tired--because repetition is
hard work. But you are back in charge!

Kids are unhappy.

AT 90 DAYS
YOU

YOUR KIDS

YOUR brain is changing

THEIR brain IS changing even if it
doesn’t always seem that way

Successful completion of the
program looks like this:

-Still not happy you
!!!!!!!!!!
changed
-Keep pushing
boundaries
-Keep trying old tactics
-Will likely always struggle in
some ways

You are in control.

-90 days of repetition
-You are a solid object
-You have more peace
-You have safety
-You keep doing the same
things for positive change

You are in charge and know that you
have the tools you need to continue
with safety, hope, and confidence.

-Have skills to calm
-Have new social language skills
-Have skills to connect

YOUR FFP TEAM

You know how to keep
your family safe.
You have hope for a better future for
your family as a whole.
You have confidence in knowing you
have the tools to use no matter what
new (or old) thing they throw at you.

YOUR FUTURE
YOU

YOUR KIDS

YOUR brain has changed

THEIR brain continues to change

-Confidence
-Peaceful
-Repetition of skills
is your new mantra

-They have new
skills:
-calming
-social language
-connecting

YOUR FFP TEAM

! ! !

KEEP repeating the tools your key for long-term
change

Family First Program
CHOOSE TO CHANGE YOU
The alternative is likely worse than it is now.

